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University of California Press, United States, 2006. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 223 x 152 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Spanning four decades of meditation on the avant-garde in
poetry, art, and philosophy, the essays collected in The Fire reveal Robin Blaser s strikingly fresh
perspective on New American poets, deconstructive philosophies, current events, and the state of
humanities now. The essays, gathered in one volume for the first time, include commentaries on
Jack Spicer, Charles Olson, Robert Duncan, Mary Butts, George Bowering, Louis Dudek, Christos
Dikeakos, and J. S. Bach. Blaser emerged from the Berkeley Renaissance of the 1940s and 1950s
having studied under legendary medieval scholar Ernst Kantorowicz and having been a major
participant in the burgeoning literary scene. His response to the cultural and political events of his
time has been to construct a poetic voice that offers a singular perspective on a shareable world -
and to pose that voice alongside others as a source of countermemory and potential agency.
Conceived as conversations, these essays brilliantly reflect that ethos as they re-read the cultural
events of the past fifty years.
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An incredibly amazing book with perfect and lucid information. I was able to comprehended everything using this written e ebook. I realized this book from
my dad and i advised this ebook to understand.
-- Ha nk Ruecker  DDS-- Ha nk Ruecker  DDS

Completely among the finest ebook We have ever go through. I really could comprehended every little thing using this created e pdf. I am pleased to let you
know that this is actually the greatest ebook i actually have read through inside my own daily life and might be he very best ebook for ever.
-- Gor don K er tz m a nn-- Gor don K er tz m a nn
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